
 

CASE STUDY:  
Branch Network Optimization
In a digression from our traditional format,  
this issue of Bancology presents a single  
case study of a branch network optimization 
project. The study evaluates the entire  
footprint of the fictitious Metropolitan Bank  
in Austin, Texas, to yield a long-term  
branching strategy, including where to add, 
close and relocate branches; and which  
current branches are underperforming  
relative to market opportunity and warrant 
intervening actions. The study parallels an 
article in the April 2015 Bancology that  
outlines the methods underlying branch 
optimization; this article illustrates those 
methods in practice. The article  
below is excerpted from a broader  
study.  To see the full document or to  
discuss a study of your institution’s 
markets, contact Bancography at 
info@bancography.com.

The first section provides demographic 
and competitive context for the market
The smallest of Texas’ four major markets,
Austin still ranks as the 33rd-largest metropolitan 
area in the U.S. with two million residents in 
760,000 households, plus 35,000 private-sector 
businesses.  The market is young, affluent and 
growing, with a robust economy reflected in the 
fourth-lowest unemployment rate among the 53 
U.S. metros with at least one million residents.
      The Austin MSA represents a $37B deposit 
market. Its deposit base increased by $9.8B over  
the past four years, an 8% compound annual  
growth rate that more than doubled the 3.5%  
clip of the U.S. overall in that period; and ranks 
Austin among the top deposit-growth markets  
in the nation.  
 Wells Fargo leads the market with  
$5.7B in deposits and 15% deposit share in  
71 branches, followed by Chase (13%) and  
Bank of America (11%).  No other institution  
holds more than 6% of Austin’s deposits.   
Metropolitan ranks 10th in the market with  
2.3% deposit share in 18 branches.
 At a time when branch counts declined in 
many major U.S. metros, Austin’s strong deposit 
market fueled branch expansion.  The market 
added seven branches (net of closures) over 
the past four years, with most of the increase 
arising from incremental additions by smaller 
competitors.  Even with that expansion, Austin 
still contains only one branch for every 1,300 
households, leaving it less concentrated  
than the U.S. overall level of one branch  
for every 1,070 households and confirming  
ample capacity for branch expansion.
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Five Year HH Growth      5.1%        4.3%
Median Age, Head of HH      45.0         51.4 
Median HH Income  79,180     64,667
% Home Owners     58%     63%
Median Home Value 231,601    180,108
Unemployment (Nov 2016)    3.0%        4.6%

 Austin     U.S.  
Demographics  MSA Overall

      Four Year Four Year  Four Year  
 Branches  Deposits  Deposit   Deposit   Deposit    Branch 
Institution      2016      2016    Share   Change     CAGR    Change

Wells Fargo    71    5,704,249    15%  1,603,458    8.6% (2)
Chase    66    4,655,968    13%  1,864,375  13.6% (2)
Bank of America    38    4,086,566    11%  1,383,171  10.9%  0 
Compass    30    2,156,706      6%     594,827    8.4% (1)
University CU    19    1,836,443      5%     440,502    7.1%  4 
Frost Bank    17    1,772,385      5%     440,929    7.4%  0 
Austin Telco CU    10    1,220,382      3%       99,216    2.1% (1)
A+ CU      3    1,139,901      3%     275,597    7.2%   0 
Capital One    14    1,024,713      3%       35,228    0.9% (1)
Metropolitan Bank    18       859,242      2%     113,286    3.6% (5)
All others  298  12,743,571    34%  2,969,953    6.9% 15 
Total  584  37,200,126  100%  9,820,542    8.0%   7 (continued on page 2)
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The next section examines Metropolitan’s current 
branch performance across key summary measures 
The rankings on these measures, both within the bank and  
relative to industry benchmarks, confirm which branches warrant 
assistance in sales management.  For example, the Round Rock 
branch alarmingly lags industry norms in cross-sell, portfolio  
size, checking penetration and sales productivity; in contrast,  
Cedar Park excels across all those measures.

      To measure current branch performance relative to market
opportunity and to quantify balance potential for prospective  
new branches, the study first defined submarkets, mutually  
exclusive collections of census block groups that reflect  
current or potential branch trade areas.  The study defined 71  
submarkets across the metro.  The map below illustrates the 
submarket boundaries for the areas in the core of Austin.
 To assess the value of Metropolitan’s current branches,  
it is useful to consider the previously cited performance  
measures in concert with submarket-specific measures, such  
as trade area demographics, current household penetration rates, 

and balance levels relative to ‘fair share’ market potential. From  
a demographic perspective, Metropolitan’s branches fall into  
four broad demographic categories, shown in the chart below.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Metropolitan enjoys a stronger market position in the 
outlying communities on the south side of the metro as 
evidenced by household penetration levels in the 20% - 25%  
range in its Bastrop, Smithville and Dripping Springs branch  
trade areas. That is, in the trade areas surrounding those branches,  
Metropolitan holds some level of inroads with one in every four  
or five households.  Closer into the core of Austin, the bank’s  
penetration dissipates, falling into the 8% - 10% range in  
most of its urban and northside suburban branch trade areas.   
  Consistent with the modest penetration levels in the  
core Austin branches, the table below shows six branches with  
performance gaps of at least $5M relative to fair share potential,1 
with the aggregate gap summing to $186M, or 28% of current 
deposit levels.  This implies that even without adding branches,  
the bank could gain significant balances by exploiting the latent 
opportunities available within its immediate branch trade areas.  
The table below outlines implications for each branch given its 
current balances relative to market potential. 2

        Total   Average  % Single % Consumer       New  
 Metropolitan  Cross-Sell    Account         HHs    Accounts   
Branch          HHs       Ratio         HHs   w/Checking  in Last Year

Cedar Park              3,618         2.92             35%            63%   1,001 
Hays              1,451         2.85             37%            61%      667  
Georgetown              1,088         2.58             42%            61%      443  
Northland              1,586         2.54             42%            46%      278  
Research Park              1,338         2.52             40%            62%      259  

                                                Other branches truncated for space   

Round Rock                  551         1.90             54%            46%      337  
Allandale              1,213         1.77             67%            62%      313  
Total            29,444         2.36             45%            69%   6,778  
Industry norm  1,500 - 2,000   2.0 - 2.4   45% - 55%  60% - 70%      650  
      per branch                                  per branch

      
 Competing   Market  Fair Share  Current  Deposit       
Branch Name   Branches Deposits   Deposits Deposits    Gap Implications
Downtown  35      995,472  19,056     79,507   60,451  Mature branch; market may be ‘tapped out’; focus on 
Smithville    2      109,064  14,615     44,764   30,149  retention and cross-sell but temper balance
Lakeway  15   1,758,241  78,535   102,811   24,276  growth expectations

Elgin / Bypass    4      189,709  50,842     65,201   14,359  Two Metropolitan branches 1.2 miles apart in  
      modest-upside market; CONSOLIDATE

Bastrop  12      260,999  14,572     17,122     2,550
  Branch has surpassed fair share levels yet remains       

unprofitable; CLOSE
Westlake  17   1,536,253  60,546     60,928        382  
Round Rock    9      625,859  46,592     45,285    (1,307) 
Allandale  16      787,952  32,995     30,557    (2,439) Maintain as is

Cedar Park  17      819,377  32,293     27,413    (4,880) 
Hays    8      650,846  54,508     43,490  (11,018) 

Profitable, but with untapped potentialGeorgetown    3      416,359  55,792     29,731  (26,061) 
Northland  11   1,043,530  63,560     36,932  (26,629) 
Research Park  11   1,253,051  76,322     47,457  (28,865) 

Liberty Hill    4      337,227  45,188     12,894  (32,295) Unattractive facility in front of an older strip center;
      must relocate to capture full potential

Oak Grove    7      809,434  77,474     22,066  (55,409) Low balances + high potential in favorable location
        indicate immediate sales management intervention
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1  To calculate this gap, the analysis computes fair share deposits as total market demand divided by the number of competing branches (subject to empirical maximums) times  
    67%, the final scalar reflecting that some proportion of consumers bank outside their trade area of residence.  Comparing actual deposits to fair share levels then reveals whether  
    the branch is overperforming or underperforming relative to an objective benchmark of market opportunity
2  This example simplifies the actual process, which would involve separate gap calculations for consumer and business deposits; and for consumer and business loans.
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3The final section examines expansion 
opportunities in unserved submarkets
To identify the top expansion opportunities, the study calculated 
balance forecasts for each of the 55 submarkets presently  
unserved by a Metropolitan branch.  Balances are projected 
for all consumer and business deposit and loan products as a  
function of each submarket’s aggregate balance demand, its rate  
of household growth and turnover, competitive density, and the 
strength of Metropolitan’s network in the market overall.  Under 
these forecasting methods, seven submarkets show potential for  
a branch to capture at least $35M in deposits over a five-year  
horizon (assuming market-level rates with no excessive rate-based 
promotions), as shown in the table below.  Six other submarkets 
show mature deposit potential in the $30M - $35M range and  
could represent secondary considerations.
 Any prioritization of those top balance-opportunity submarkets 
should address not only absolute balance potential, but also the 
demographic alignment of the submarkets with the institution’s 
target-market segments, their geographic alignment with other 
current and potential branches, and the quality of the retail draw  

in the submarkets.  The table below summarizes those 
considerations for a subset of the top-balance submarkets.
 Several other factors also warrant consideration, including  
the network effect, the phenomenon by which large branch  
networks capture a disproportionate share of balances, arguing  
for close clustering of branches.  (For more on the network effect,  
see articles in the March 2010 and May 2004 issues of Bancology).   
In that facility and design decisions can negate disparities in  
balance potential (i.e., a small facility in a lower-potential  
submarket can generate comparable profitability to a large  
branch in a higher-potential submarket), it can be beneficial to  
address a lower-balance-potential submarket with a smaller  
infill facility to build network continuity.
 In that context, among the submarkets described above, the  
top strategic options include Lakeline, Tarrytown and Clarksville, each 
of which offer top-tier balance potential, strong retail draws, and 
proximity to incumbent northside Metropolitan branches to help yield 
a cohesive branch network; and Clarksville offering the added benefit 
of abetting CRA compliance. The map below illustrates the proposed 
branching strategy for Metropolitan Bank.
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(continued on page 4)

 Projected  Projected     Median Age,      Median      Competing
Submarket  Deposits     Loans Households  Head of HH HH Income % Home Owners Businesses  Branches
Circle Ranch (Beckett @ Slaughter) 48,639 12,008  11,617   47.1  141,427 87%  225 3  
Affluent suburban community centered three miles south of Metropolitan’s Oak Grove branch.  Retail draw includes Kroger, Target, and numerous smaller service providers.  Nearby campus of Northshore
Hospital provides a sizable employment base and daytime population.  Submarket contains only three competing branches and no community bank option.

Tarrytown (Windsor @ Exposition)  48,111   11,029    6,596   48.2   152,674  67%  274  4
Upper-affluent residential enclave centered two miles west of downtown Austin.  Retail concentration remains limited to a single Safeway-anchored strip shopping center, suggesting a small-format infill
 branch operating as a ‘spoke’ of the Allandale branch, which sits 2.5 miles away.  Limited business base constrains loan demand.

Lakeline (Lakeline Blvd @ Hwy 183)  46,986   18,087   14,036   46.6   107,558  74%  417  7
Major suburban ‘big box’ retail concentration including Target, Safeway, Whole Foods, Kohl’s, and Home Depot.    Attractive mass-affluent demographic profile with moderate-sized business concentration.
However, competitor set includes four community-based institutions.  Deployment would address the nine-mile gap between the current Cedar Park and Research Park branches.

Ford Oaks (Brodie @ Slaughter)  42,904   18,606   14,381   43.8     89,344  62%  316  5
Younger skewed, upper mass market suburb centered two miles east of Circle Ranch; could support a spoke of a Circle Ranch hub.  However, retail infrastructure appears dated, dictating caution
with any investment.

Spicewood (Hwy 183 @ McNeil)  40,299   23,460   16,121   42.8     89,647  45%  975  6
Densely populated emerging affluent submarket...SEE FULL SAMPLE STUDY FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

Avery Ranch (Avery Ranch @ Parmer)  37,726   16,495    9,265   40.5   108,375  55%  212  3
Centered three miles from Lakeline, the younger-skewed, renter dominant submarket...SEE FULL SAMPLE STUDY FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

Clarksville (5th & Campbell)  35,479   22,732    7,010   39.3      44,042  36%  585 2
Mass market community centered 1.5 miles west of downtown Austin could address CRA responsibilities...SEE FULL SAMPLE STUDY FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

 Proposed Network
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 Finally, in that mergers can sometimes offer a faster  
growth option than de novo branching, Metropolitan should  
also evaluate Second National Bank and Austin Savings Bank  
as merger candidates.  Each maintains branches in two of the  
three aforementioned branching priorities, and Second National 
also holds a branch in the Research Park submarket that could 
consolidate with Metropolitan’s branch, increasing efficiency.  

Summary   
While the identification and prioritization of expansion  
opportunities remains the most overt objective for branch  
optimization projects, the more valuable component often  
lies in rationalization of the current network.  Consider the  
recommendations presented herein: even if Metropolitan  
added the three proposed branches, they would still comprise  

only 14% of the bank’s network; and under a typical path to maturity, 
the new branches would not turn accretive for three to four years.   
In contrast, the bank can take steps to mitigate underperformance  
at the six lagging branches immediately, and similarly realize  
near-immediate noninterest expense benefits from the two  
recommended consolidations.  Thus, while branch-expansion  
strategies position an institution for its next generation of growth, 
bankers should view those strategies in concert with current  
network improvements that can fund those expansion efforts.
This article presents an example of a branch network  
optimization study.  Use this framework as a template to 
analyze your institution’s markets, or contact Bancography  
for a comprehensive analysis.  The article excerpts from  
a broader study; to see the full study, contact Bancography  
at info@bancography.com or (205) 252-6671. 


